Take A Stand

Instructor: Annie Unrein
www.ByAnnie.com
annie@ByAnnie.com

Class Description
Stand-up totes in two sizes (see dimensions of each on next
page) have an easy-to-install zippered top that opens wide for
easy access to contents.
Each tote features an adjustable, detachable carrying strap
plus two outer zippered pockets and two inner mesh pockets.
Learn easy techniques for quilting with Soft and Stable,
sewing with mesh, installing zippers, and binding as you make
the tote.

Class Supply List
In this class you will make either the small or the large Take A
Stand tote. You will need the following supplies in class:
 Take A Stand pattern
 All fabric and supplies listed on back cover of pattern

including ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable, mesh, strapping,
foldover elastic, and handbag zippers.

TIP: We also recommend the companion pattern Running With
Scissors (sold separately) for a handy tool case designed to be
used with these totes.

ALSO BRING TO CLASS
 Sewing machine in good working order with walking foot, 1/4" foot, and zipper foot. Don’t forget the

extension table for your machine.

 Rotary cutter and rulers
 Basic sewing kit, including #90/14 topstitch needles, Wonder Clips, a stiletto/pressing tool, pins (we

like the extra-fine silk pins as well as the large yellow-topped quilting pins), scissors, thread to match
fabrics, chalk marker or similar tool for marking lines, washable school glue stick, bodkin or safety
pin, turning tool, etc.

BEFORE CLASS
To make best use of class time, please complete all of step I. CUT AND QUILT on page 2 of the pattern
BEFORE coming to class.
Cut out the fabrics, Soft and Stable, mesh, interfacing, strapping, and fold-over elastic, being sure to
attach labels to all pieces as you cut.
Then quilt the appropriate pieces, cut out (and label) the pieces cut from the quilted fabric, and seal
their edges.

